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We recommend an overweight position on UAL’s 4.875% 2025 senior
notes. UAL is a legacy airline operating 4,900 flights/day on a hub-and-spoke
model in which local airports (spokes) offer air transportation to central airports
(hubs) where long-distance flights are available. Due to high anticipated capital
expenditures in 2020 (~$7bn) and delays in the Boeing 737 MAX
recertification, we do not believe that UAL’s credit quality will improve until
after year-end. That being said, we maintain a positive view of the company’s
credit in the long term. UAL’s 25s have been impacted by several exogenous
factors in the airline industry, chiefly the grounding of the 737 MAX plane and
the recent impact of the Coronavirus. We believe that the price depreciation
from the coronavirus (25s widened ~44bps) is unjustified, as jet fuel prices boost
margins even if Asian Pacific revenue takes a hit. Furthermore, we believe that
when the MAX returns to UAL schedules in September, the company will be
able to make headway on gauge and CASM improvement plans that have been
put on hold in the short term. For the above reasons, we expect UAL’s 25s to
tighten relative to industry peers.
Capitalization Table

Bond Data
THIS WEEK IN THE MARKET

Bond Maturity: 01/15/25
Rating: Ba3/BB
Price: $107.029
YTW: 3.305%
Security Type: Bullet
Coupon: 4.875%
Rank: Senior Unsecured
Z-Spread: 199.5
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Risks

Caveat: Credit Quality Improvements Delayed Until
2021 and Beyond
Although we are bullish on long term prospects for the
company, UAL’s credit quality will likely fail to improve
in the short term. UAL management has guided high
capital expenditures in 2020 at ~$7bn (compare with
~$5bn net CapEx in 2019) as the company invests heavily
in their fleet. UAL plans to take delivery of 15 Boeing
787s and 2 777s, as well as some 737 MAX planes (which,
if delayed further, will extend some of that $7bn figure
into next year). This high CapEx figure limits cash
generation and debt serviceability in the near term.
Furthermore,
gauge
growth
and
profitability
improvements are heavily tied to the return of the 737
MAX, which remains out of schedules until Q4 of this
year. After year-end 2020, when UAL begins to reap the
benefits of these investments, we expect that margin and
profitability improvements will cause the 25s to tighten
relative to industry peers like DAL. With these delays, it
is difficult to foresee exactly when investors will begin to
buy in to UAL’s 25s, but given the current price
depreciation associated with the Coronavirus, we
maintain that now is a good buy in point.
Widening from Coronavirus Creates Good Entry Point
Since Coronavirus headlines gained steam on 1/17/20,
UAL’s 25s have widened ~44bps in response to flight
suspensions in the Asian-Pacific region (specifically from
mainland China). UAL has the most exposure to the region
in comparison to other major U.S. airlines, at 4% capacity
exposure to China as compared to DAL’s 3% exposure and
AAL’s 2%. That being said, UAL’s widening was
significantly greater than other legacy carriers (DAL’s 24s
remained flat and AAL’s 22s widened 24bps). UAL
suspended flights between the U.S. and Beijing, Shanghai,
and Chengdu until 4/24 as well as Hong Kong until 2/20,
creating Q1 2020 RASM headwinds. However, we believe
that RASM declines will be at least offset by a
corresponding fall in kerosene jet fuel prices triggered by
the same event. kerosene jet fuel spot prices have fallen
~17.6% YTD from $1.93 to $1.59, and WTI Crude has
fallen ~12.1% from $61.18 to $53.78. UAL estimates that
based on 2019 fuel consumption, a $1 change in the price
of crude would equate to a $102mm change in the
company’s fuel expense. Based on these changes in fuel
prices, we estimate that the Coronavirus will have a
stronger impact on the company’s CASM than their RASM
and the 44bp widening from the event is therefore
unjustified.
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UAL has outsized exposure to the Boeing 737
MAX as compared to legacy peers DAL and
UAL



MAX adoption by the airlines industry could
create downward pressure on fares, causing
greater than expected RASM headwinds.



Coronavirus spreading outside of China could
trigger flight suspensions to other destinations
Coronavirus Z-Spread Implications
Spread Widening Since 1/17
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Comparable Company Metrics
UAL 25s

DAL 24s

LUV 26s

AAL 22s

Revenue

43,259

47,000

22,426

45,768

Total Debt

15,562

17,225

3,996

33,444

6,715

9,199

4,350

6,023

EBITDA
Z-Spread (bps)
Rank
Rating
Debt/EBITDA

200

113

85

167

Sr. Unsec

Sr. Unsec

Sr. Unsec

Sr. Unsec

Ba3/BB Baa3/BB+

A3/BBB-

B1/BB5.55x

2.32x

1.87x

0.92x

EBITDA/Interest

13.09x

33.93x

53.05x

5.19x

Spread/xLeverage

86.30

60.35

92.53

30.08
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The Boeing 737 MAX has been grounded since
March 2019 after the jet’s second fatal crash.
Although the return of the jet has been delayed
several times, we believe the current estimates
of recertification by mid-2020 and a return to
UAL schedules by 9/4 to be a reasonable
timeline. UAL currently has 14 MAX jets and
purchase agreements to integrate more of the
aircraft into their fleet, as compared to UAL’s
main competitor, DAL, who does not fly the
Boeing 737 MAX and has zero commitments to
order the plane. We believe that the return of the
MAX will provide significant CASM benefit for
those airlines that fly it because the aircraft’s
larger size allows it to fit more passengers with
comparatively small increases in the company’s
operating expenses. UAL in particular has the
most to gain in this category because the
company is so far behind in terms of gauge
(UAL has approximately 13% fewer seats per
departure compared to DAL), and the company
announced a plan in January of 2018 to improve
their gauge using the MAX plane. In our view,
market prices of UAL’s bonds do not reflect the
potential CASM benefits, as the spread between
UAL’s 24s and DAL’s 22s have only tightened
~20bps over the past two years since the plan
was announced. We believe that when the MAX
returns to service and UAL integrates this more
cost-efficient plane into their fleet, UAL’s 25s
will tighten relative to DAL’s notes.
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Relative Value
UAL’s 25s are currently trading at ~200bps whereas their main competitor DAL’s 24s are trading at roughly 113bps.
Based on leverage alone, we UAL’s yield more attractive (UAL has debt/EBITDA of ~2.3x vs. DAL’s ~1.9x, implying
~86bps per turn of leverage for UAL and ~60bps for DAL). Furthermore, we find a more compelling story going forward
with UAL, as the returning Boeing MAX plane will provide them with significant gauge and CASM improvements and
we are anticipating a tightening of UAL’s 25s as Coronavirus fears begin to fade.
Compared to AAL’s 22s, UAL has a significantly stronger credit profile (AAL has ~5.6x debt/EBITDA and ~5.2x
interest coverage, as compared to UAL’s ~2.3x and ~13.1x. Even after adjusting for spread, UAL offers ~86bps per turn
of leverage vs. AAL’s ~30bps. That being said, AAL’s notes mature 3 years earlier, providing less risk in that regard.
LUV is the safest investment out of these four carriers, with leverage of just ~0.9x and ~53x interest coverage. That
being said, when adjusting for spread (LUV’s 26s are trading at ~85bps), the company’s bonds are roughly in line with
UAL at ~92bps per turn of leverage. Based on UAL’s business model (hub and spoke legacy carrier with strong midcontinent geographic positioning), we think that UAL has more pricing power in the event of diminishing fares with the
industry adoption of the MAX, whereas LUV’s low-cost carrier model is predicated almost entirely on price competition.
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Summary Model
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